
Designed for two, this home office is a perfect 
blend of his contemporary style, love of travel 
and world affairs, as well as her need for a softer 
feminine touch and a more transitional design 
style with pops of color.Work From Home

We specialize in one thing... beautiful spaces 
We make the whole process of interior design fun and easy for our clients. We have thousands of samples of top quality 
home furnishing products from drapery, blinds, shades, furniture, bedding, lighting, accessories, artwork, floor coverings 
and wall coverings from which to choose. And the best part is, we bring our design ideas and samples to the most
convenient showroom in the world - your home.

It starts with our complimentary initial design consultation scheduled at your convenience. We listen to your design
dreams and create a customized, functional design plan just for YOU. We handle it all, helping to make your life easier.

F rom Inspiration
to RealityBerenice Sanchez

Owner
512.939.0393
cosmopolitan@decoratingden.com
www.cosmopolitan.decoratingden.com



All  in the Details
Classic white kitchens can fit any 
design style from minimalist to 
farmhouse. It’s the details that give 
white cabinets personality. Most of
your family’s time is spent in the 
kitchen so paying attention to the 
details not only makes life more 
convenient, it makes it more beautiful.

Top  5 Bathroom Trends
             #1

Freestanding Deep
Soaking Tubs

Deep soaking tubs never go out of style. 
They create a serene space for rejuvenation.

                        Bold Countertops
Coordinating a bold countertop with 

white cabinets such as this vibrant
blue and aqua quartz.

      Oversized Hardware
Oversized hardware elongates

the cabinetry and provides ample 
grip space.

 #4  Large Format
A shower fit for two, scaled with large 

format tiles and no threshold
doorway. A full width nook in a metal 
accent tile is a stunning focal point.

   #5   Metal Accents
Brushed brass is an elegant trend to 

accent your bathroom.

#2 #3



Fire &Ice
Wow is right! This poolscape is fit for any luxury 
hotel. Fire bowls rest atop iridescent tile platforms 
that create a throne for the large swivel chairs. 
Majestic water spouts provide the calming sounds 
of waterfalls for the special guest relaxing in the 
submerged chaise lounges.

Outdoor
Sophisticated wing chairs were 
used throughout the space. 
Softer chair silhouettes and 
vibrant orange cushions infuse 
the warmth and boldness 
desired. Modern stone top 
tables, a decorative fire pit, and 
a touch of accessories complete 
the space.

Gold
Glamour

Right on trend! A mixture of
metals, gold leaf and a
subtle silver wallcovering
bring this dining room to life. 
The windows are draped in
gold toned fabric on
brushed nickel hardware 
and crystal finials. The clean 
lined contemporary furniture 
in ivory and black anchor the 
room along with a unique 
metal and hand-blown glass 
chandelier and a wool blend 
earth toned rug.

Dining in Style
The perfect balance of traditional and modern designs produce a stunning dining 
room. Violet geometric wallcovering over a traditional wainscoting is the perfect 
example of transitional design.



Have a
Seat

A bold geo pattern  wallcovering 
is the first layer in this luxurious 
master bedroom. Brass nailheads 
in a scallop pattern accentuate 
the velvet headboard. Matching 
nightstands, lamps and footstools 
complete this well balanced 
layered look.

Layered

Cobalt French doors compliment quilted 
tangerine barrel chairs in this spectacular 
dining space.

Luxury

A charming curved banquette is a quiet 
place for a cup of tea in dawn’s early light.

There are a few authentic surprises in 
life, learning your baby’s gender is one 
of them. A whimsically sophisticated 
gender-neutral nursery is ideal for 
either a boy or a girl. The calming 
monochromatic color scheme allow 
the mid-century modern design take 
center stage.

Gender
Reveal

If not professionally curated,  cobalt 
and tangerine could be overpowering. 
In this contemporary living room the 
vibrant color palette is perfectly 
balanced with whites and dark greys. 

Curated
Contemporary



The outside world can be full of noise. Finding a 
serene space in your home to relax is important 
now, more than ever before. A soft color palette will 
help calm your mood. Decorating with Lucite and 
mirrors expand the space giving it a grand feeling. 
Additional seating provides a quiet place to read 
and relax.

Serene

Layered textures can keep a 
neutral palette very interesting. 
Layering soft fabrics such as 
chenille, faux fur and polished 
chintz, not only creates interest 
but quietens the space as well. 
Conversation sofas and elegantly 
trimmed accent chairs is the 
perfect setting to entertain.

Retreat
Creating a cozy and comfortable living space provides a sense of security when you 
want to escape from the outside world. Bohemian design infuses this space with rattan, 
macramé, antique gold, and warm wood tones.

Striking white, black and gold 
make a bold statement in this 
stunning formal living room. Ebony 
damask embossed wallcovering 
sets the stage for a pair of golden 
faux silk quatrefoil draperies 
and a distressed gold leaf round 
mirror. Bold is always beautiful!

Bold
Beautiful

&

Cozy Creations



A long and narrow space can be 
difficult to design. Creating zones 
within a great room provides family 
and friends spaces to catch up or 
relax. Bright white lightens the space 
giving an airy coastal feel to this 
modern waterside residence. Two 
conversation zones are complete with 
sofas and swivel accent chairs. The 
large scale natural color rug grounds 
these two conversation areas.

The sofa is hand-braided natural seagrass 
in a basket weave pattern and accented with 
mandarin orange cushions and cobalt blue 
pillows. A Lucite cocktail table keeps the space 
open and allows the ombre rug to be seen. Natural 
tones coordinate this space with the modern 
coastal theme. (Top left)

The
Great

Room

Rattan is the
 perfect material for 

coastal design.
Entertaining family and friends 
requires an extra-long table like
this 120” dining table. Ten
comfortable navy upholstered 
chairs with a bow-tie pattern 
backed in rattan can accommodate 
everyone.
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